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Transponder with Automatic Altitude
Reporting Capability Requirement

AGENCY: Federal Aviation
Administration [FAA), DOT.
ACTION: Final rule.

SUMMARY: This action establishes
requirements for an aircraft to have an
operating transponder (basic
transponder or Mode S transponder)
with automatic altitude reporting
equipment (referred to in this document
as "8 transponder with Mode C") when
operating in the vicinity of certain
primary airports for which a terminal
radar approach control service area has
been established. and in other airspace
at and above 10,000 feet mean sea level

. (MSL). Implementation of this action is
being accomplished in two phases.
Phase I will require a transponder with
Mode C at and above 10.000 feet MSL.
and in the vicinity of terminal control
area (TCA) primary airports. Phase II
will implement a transponder with
Mode C requirement in the airspace in
the vicinity of airport radar service area
(ARSA) primary airports [see charts in
the appendix to this decurnent}. Also in
Phase II, a transponder with Mode C
requirement at other airports f9r which a
TCA or ARSA has not been designated
is' being adopted in this rule at Logan
International Airport. Billings, MT. and
Hector International Airport, Fargo, f\TD:
other such airports will be considered
for a similar requirement on a case-by
case basis under separate rulemaking.
These changes are intended to
significantly reduce the potential for
midair collisions in terminal and en
route airspace.
EFFECTIVE DATE: July Z1, 1988.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT:

Mr. Reginald C. Matthews. Airspace
Rules <::Iod Aeronautical Information
Division, ATG-200. Federal Aviation
Administralion. 800 Independence
Avenue. SW.. Washington. DC Z0591.
telephone (ZOZ) Z67-8783.
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION:

Background and Related Rulemaking
Actions

On December Z. 1985. the FAA issued
a rule, informally called the
"transponder-on" rule [50 FR 45599.
Uecember 5. 1965). The "transponder
on" rulc requires any person operating.
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and ARSA's may be granted to
nonequipped aircraft if such access will
not interfere with normal traffic flow.
Additionally. Pub. 1.100-ZZ3'provides
that 8 final rule must be issued by June
30, 1988. and must be made effective no
later than December 30, 1990.

Prior 10 the issuance of Notice 86--2.
the FAA. on June 16,1987, issued Notice
87-7 (52 FR ZZ918) proposing to require
all aircraft operating within 30 miles of 8

TCA primary airport to be equipped
with a transponder with Mode C.
Additionally, Notice 87-7 proposed to:
(1) Establish other pilot and equipment
requirements associated with operations
in a TCA, and (2) establish a single-class
TeA which would replace the existing
three groups of TCA·s.

Analysis of Comments

Due to the overlapping nature of the
trap-sponder with Mode C proposals in
Notices 87-7 and 88-Z, the
overwhelming public response to the
proposals, and the FAA's interest in
dealing with the issues associated with
those proposals, the final rule adopted
today in Notice 88-Z has the effect of
obviating the Mode C issues in Notice.
87-7. Disposition of the other propo~als
in Notice 67-7 and the issue of lowering
the floor of controlled airspace reflected
in Notice 86--2 will be addressed outside
the framework of this final rule.

The FAA received approxima tely
7.000 comments concerning the
proposals in Notice 87-7. In addition. the
FAA received approximately 43.000 pre
printed form letters that did not address
the specifics of the proposals in Notice
87-7 but were generally critical of the
more restrictive rules associated with
flight in busy terminal areas. In response
to the proposals in Nolice 88-Z. the FAA
received more than 50.000 comments.
The vast majority of these comments
expressed general opposition to the
proposals. The following is a
categorization and discussion of the
substantive comments received on both
proposals.

Notice 88-2 Exceeded Congressional
Intent

Many commenters. including members
of Congress, suggested that the FAA.
exceeded the requirements of the recent
legislative enactments with the
proposals contained in Notice 68-2.

As stated eader, Notice 63-2 proposed
to require a transponder with Mode C
for any operation within a 4o-mile radius
of more than 250 airport locations. and
for operations in controlled airsp6ce
above 8,000 feet ACL or 1Z.500 feet MSL,
whichever is lower. These proposals
were inlentionally broad, based on the

an aircraft eqUipped with an operable
transponder to have that transponder
turned on while operating in controlled
airspace. In addition. if the aircraft is
equipped with automatic altitude
reporting equipment, that equipment
must also be turned on. The
"transponder-on" rule is intended to
enhance aviation safety by providing an
increased degree of aircraft larget
visibility to radar controllers in air
traffic control (ATC) facilities. The
transponder-on environment hes
enhanced aviation safety by increasing
controller awareness and facilitating
controller recognition and resolution of
potential t!'affic conflict situations
between controlled and non+controlled
aircraft.

On February 3, 1987, the FAA
published the Mode S final rule in the
Federal Registu (5Z FR 3380). That rule
pertains to the use, installation.
inspection. and testing of air traffic
control radar beacon systems (ATCRBS)
and Mode S Transponders in U.S.
registered civil aircraft. The portion of
that rule requiring a transponder with
Mode C for operation in Croup II TCA's
was effective on December 1. 1987, with
other p'ortions effective in various
phases through January 1, 199Z.

On February 1Z, 1988, the FAA
published Notice 88-Z (53 FR 4;;06)
proposing to establish a transponder
with Mode C requirement in all airspace
within 40 miles of an airport for which
terminiil radar approach control service
has been established, and in all other
controlled airspace above 6.000 feet
above the surface [ACL) or 1Z,500 feet
MSL whichever is lower. While Notice
88-Z also proposed to replace the
Continental Control Area (CCA) with
the United States (U.S.) Control Area,
Notice 88-2 primarily responded to two
recently enacted statutes requiring the
FAA to broaden its existing requirement
for the use of transponders with Mode
C. First, the FY 1988 Continuing
Resolution (Pub. 1. 100-Z02) provides
that the FAA shaii issue regulations
requiring a transponder with Mode C on
all aircraft operating: (1) In terminal
airspace where ATe radar service is .
provided, and (Z) in all other controlled
airspace above a minimum altitude
determined by the FAA. Under this
statute. a final rule must be issued by
December ZZ, 1988, and must be made
effective at the earliest feasible date.
Second, The Airport ond Airwoy Safety
ond Copacity Exponsion Act of 1987
(Pub. 1. 100-ZZ3) provides that the FAA
shall require a transponder with Mode C
in designated airspace where radar
service is provided for separs tion of
aircrAft. Under Pub. L. 100-223, access to
designated airspace other than TCA's
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FAA's interest in soliciting comments on
the widest possible range of
alternatives. As with most proposed
rulemaking actions. the FAA fully
anticipated that comments and further
considerations could generate
modifications to the proposal.

In the process of developing a
rulemaking proposal based on the
legislation, the FAA needed to consider
the respective applicability of the two
statutes. which are not identical, and the
degree of rulemaking discretion they
afforded the FAA. The FAA has
assumed, in order to promulgate a final
rule that will fulfill the legislative
mandate, that the laws permit the FAA
to provide for the exception of certain
categories of nonequipped aircraft from
the transponder with Mode C
requirement. This conclusion is
supported by the content of
Congressional correspondence received
since the publication of Notice 88-2.
These letters uniformly consider the
FAA to have the flexibility and
exception authority which is
incorporated in Pub. L. 100-233. It is
FAA's belief that the regulations
adopted herein are in compliance with
the legislation.

Establishment of CantroJled Airspace

Many comrnenters objected to the
proposed replacement of the CCA with
the U.S. Control Area being included
with the transponder with Mode C
aspects of Notice 8&-2. These
commenters expressed 8 belief that the
U.S. Control Area proposal was an
airspace "grab" and that the FAA was
disguising it with the legislative
mandates of Pub. L 100-202 and Pub. L
100-223. Further. other commenters
stated opposition to this aspect because
they believed that such an action would
require all aircraft operating in the U.S.
Control Area to be under positive
control. Many commenters were
unaware that a common floor for
controlled airspace already exists at
1,200 feet AGL east of the Mississippi
and in a large portion of the Western
U.S. Other commenters objected to the
proposal mistakenly assuming that
operations in the Eastern U.S. above
1,200 feet would be grounded because of
the increased flight visibility
requirements. when such requirements
already exist. Another commenter
suggested that the CCA be rescinded.

Based on the overwhelming number of
comments received concerning this.issue
that indicated a basic misunderstanding
of the effect of-controlled airspace, the
FAA is separating this aspect ofthe
proposal from the other proposals in
Notice 8&-2. The disposition of the U.s.

Control Area proposal wiJl be addressed
outside the framework of this final rule.

Transponder wjth M6Ide C Proposals in
Notice Nos. 87-7 and 88-2

The preponderance of commenters
expressed general objection to the
transponder with Mode C proposals in
Nolice Nos. 87-7 and 88-2. Many
commenters were of the opinion that the
proposal in Notice 88-2 to require a
transponder with Mode C within B 40·
mile radius of certain airports is
unnecessary, especially when it
followed the proposal in Notice 87-7 to
require the transponder with Mode C in
the airspace within 30 miles of a TCA
primary airport.

The FAA reviewed the Mode C
proposal of Notice 87-7 in light of Pub. L
100-202 and Pub. L. 100-223. It is the
FAA's opinion that the scope ofthe
legislation. which referred to tenninal
airspace where radar is utilized to
separate aircraft (more than 250
airports], is broader than the scope of
the transponder with Mode C proposal
in Notice 87-7. which affected only 23
terminal areas. I.e., the Notice 87-7
proposal for a 3a-mile-radius at TCA
locations might not have met the
requirement of the public laws. Thus.
the 4O-mile-rarlius proposal was
developed and issued to solicit public
comments on the widest possible
alternatives to the FAA proposal with
an expectation that the proposal could
be modified in response to further study
end public comments Bnd
recommendations. Subsequently. the
FAA suspended further action on the
disposition of the proposals in Notice
87-7 pending 8 determination on the
proposals in Notice ~2. The action
taken in thiB final rule obviates the need
for the transponder with Mode C
proposals contained in Notice No. 81-7.
The disposition of other issues related to
controlled airspace, single-class TCA.
student pilots, and helicopter equipment
will be addressed outside this
rulemaking Bction.

Floor of the Transponder Equipment
Requirement

Many commenters objected to the
lowering of the floor for the en route
transponder with Mode C requirement
from 12,500 feet MSL to 6,000 feet AGL·
or 12,500 feet MSL, whichever is lower.
Commenters based their objections 'On
the -perception that the FAA exceeded
the scope of the legislstion, or on the .'

·absence of radaT coverage in some areas
at and above 6.000 feet AGL. Many .,. ;
commenters recommended that the FAA
establish 12,500 feet as the floor for the
en route transponder with Mode C .
requirement. Other commenters
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included recommendations to establish
10,000 feet MSL as the base altitude
because of the perception that air carrier
aircraft seldom operate below that
altitude except when transitioning to/
from terminal airspace. Some
commenters stated that the 2So-knot
speed limit below 10,000 feet MSL and
the increased visibility requirement
above 10,000 feet MSL preclude the need
to change the floor for the en route
transponder with Mode C requirement
because pilots of aircraft operating
below 12,500 feet MSL would be
operating either at slower speeds or
with visibility ranges at or greater than 5
miles. or both. Such operators, it was
argued, would be able to see and avoid
other aircraft without intervention from
ATC.

Under the legislation, the FAA was
mandated to require 8 Mode C
transponder in other (non-terminal)
airspace at an altitude to be determined
by the FAA. The FAA could infer that it
was the intent of Congress that the
agency not retain the existing floor of
12,500 feet MSL; otherwise, there would
be no need for that aspect of the
legislation. The proposal to lower the
floor of the en route transponder with
Mode C requirement was based on
actual or planned national radar
coverage. Existing radar coverage at
6,000 feet above the elevation of en
route radar sites virtually covers the
entire Continental U.S. Based on the
comments and other factoTS. however.
the FAA has adopted 10,000 feet MSL as
the floor of the en ro\lte transponder '.
with Mode C requirement. Operations
conducted outside terminal airspace
above 10,000 feet MSL but below 2,500
feet AGL do not require a tranponder
with Mode C. The factors for adopting
10.000 feet MSL as the floor of the en
route transponder with Mode C
requirement include the fact that the
preponderance of aircraft that operate
above 10,000 feet MSL are already
equipped with the required equipment,
so the number of operators affected by
the new requirement will be minimal.
While the increased visibility minimum
above 10.000 feet MSL does provide
benefit to aircraft operating above that
altitude, the FAA believes that an
absence of a 25(}.knot speed limit above
10.000 feet MSL, with its associated
impact on 8 pilot's ability to see and
avoid other aircraft. provides the basis
for lowering the floor of the en route
transponder with Mode C requirement
from 12,500 to at least 10.000 feet MSL. .
However. FAA will consider a
reevaluation of this adjustment in light
of national ATC radar ~overa8e, .
implementation and evolution' of TeAS
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or a low altitude alert provided the
aircraft is appropriately equipped.

A partial solution to the problem of
controller-nondetection of non
controlled aircraft was brought about by
the transponder with Mode C
requirement in all controlled airspace
above 12.500 feet MSL and in certain
TeA's. That requirement facilitated
controller receipt of more information
concerning non-controlled traffic
operating in the stratum between 12,500
feet MSL and the floor of a PCA as well
as on those aircraft climbing to, or
descending from that stratum. With this
altitude information, controllers are
better able to select radar targets that
are potential conflicts for controlled
aircraft. For example. automated ATC
system can utilize such information to
filter out those targets operating outside
of certain altitude ranges which would
not be factors to the aircraft that are
being or would be controlled in a
specific airspace area. Automa led ATe
systems present the controller with
altitude information on non-controlled
or unknown aircraft equipped with a
radar transponder and Mode C when
such aircraft are detected to have
penetrated the airspace defined by the
appropriate altitude filter limits. With
this type of alert, the controller can take
the appropriate action to maintain a
margin of safety between the known
aircraft and the unknown or non·
controlled target.

Another existing automation feature
that can contribute significantly to the
solution and is programmed for
enhancement is the presentation to the
controller of a conflict alert when two
radar targets (one of which may
represent an unknown aircraft) are
estimated to approach each other with
less than a specified horizontal or
vertical distance. A conflict alert can be
presented conspicuously to the
controller, prompting him/her to take
action to ensure that safety is
maintained. This feature is most
efficient in situations where both of the
aircraft involved are equipped with a
transponder with Mode C.

Advantages of a Transponder with
Mode C Equipment

A number of comments'related to the
benefits of a transponder with Mode C
requirement for both air traffic control
and collision avoidance and, generally, .
the extent to which a requirement for
such equipment should apply. Some .
commenters. including one aviation 
organization, argued that the proposed
transponder requirements should not
apply to uncpntrolled airspace or in
airspace where radar .service is not

transponder with Mode C. To illustrate,
as a controlled transponder~equipped

aircraft proceeds through a terminal
area at lower altitudes, it would more
than likely traverse areas of heavy radar
target concentration primarily from noo
controlled aircraft. Such an area may
have coincided with or overlapped the
traffic patte.rns of other airports. where
aircraft would be operating at altitudes
that would not normally conflict with
the controlled aircraft. On the radar·
screen, the non~controlled aircraft
would appear close to the controlled
traffic but would in fact be well below
the controlled traffic.

In most of these situations, the
controller would provide only general
traffic information. Moreover. because
in the prior ATC environment the
issuance of traffic advisories was
classified as an additional duty. the
priority of providing traffic information
was low in comparision to a controller's
primary duty to separate controlled .
aircraft. Further, a controller responSible
for aircraft operating in a PCA could
very well have assumed that once the
controlled traffic entered a PCA, traffic
advisory information concerning radar
targets of non-controlled aircraft need
not be issued since aU aircraft operating
in a PCA had received an appropriate
ATe clearance and were being
adequately separated.

With the establishment of the TCA
program. a controller could also
reasonably assume that randomly
detected radar targets within the lateral
limits of the TCA are from aircraft
actually operating above or below TCA
airspace: and, therefore. not in connict
with aircraft operating inside the TCA.
This assumption tended to reduce the
controller's concentration on· radar
targets of non·controlled aircraft
without automatic altitude reporting
capability, even though such a
randomly-detected target could in fact
be an aircraft that unknowingly. or
otherwise. entered a TCA without an
ATC clearance.

Recognizing the limitations of traffic
advisory service as a non-mandatory,
workload-permitting service. the FAA
upgraded the service. in part, to a
priority equal to that of prO\riding
aircraft separation to controlled aircraft.·
A controller is now required to issue
aircraft pertinent control instructions to
assist in avoiding an unsafe situation
involving another aircraft or terrain.
This type of service is called a safety
alert. Optional aspects of the service
were. therefore. eliminated. In the
current ATC environment. a situation
requiring a safety alert can be brought to
the controller's attention by the .
automate.d system with a conflict alert
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equipage trends. identification of the
types of aircraft that routinely operate at
altitudes below 10.000 feet MSL. and
other safety factors.

Controller Seleclh-e A wureness

An a\'iation organization. in
disagreement with the proposed
transponder requirements. stated that
the FAA and the public must recognize
that the ATC system is not a self- .
contained automation system. but that it
is a system that is dependent on a
controller's ability to see and utilize the
information provided. This organization
stated that it has seen by example in
two recent midair collisions that a
controller did not effectively use the
data which he/she was provided.

There are reasons, relating to both.
~ctual working conditions and to
perception. why a controller may not
observe a radar target on his/her radar
display. \Vhile it is conceivable that
ATC automated radar tracking and
display systems will detect. but not
display, a radar target on 8 controller's
radar screen, the prob~bility of such an
occurrence is remote. This anomaly may
be the result of a computer-hardware
failure along the "path" between the
detection and the display computer
subsystems. Since these failures are not
a regular occurence, it is reasonable to
assume that in the midair collisions the
radar targets of the non-controlled
aircraft were displayed, but for some
unknown reason other than hardware
failure the targets were not noted by the
controllers.

The need for improved detection and
depiction became evident in the early
stages of the use of radar in providing
ATC service. The following discussion
summarizes the problem and the
continuing efforts to address it.

Positive control areas (PCA) were
established in certain airspace to
exclude non-controlled aircraft.
Complementing the PCA
implementation. the FAA in 1973
established the requirement for aircraft
to be equipped with and operate a
transponder while in a PCA. A
transponder in an aircraft provides a
radar controller with a more discernable
radar target of that aircraft by
reinforcing the less-obvious basic or
primary radar target. Thus. a controller
was provided with the means to better
track controlled traffic and provide
traffic advisory information to the
controlled traffic concerning other
transponder-equipped aircraft.

This transponder requirement has'had
a negatrve effect. however. in that .
controllers are less likely to detect radar
targets of unco.ntroHed aircraft not
equipped with a transponder or a
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available. Other commenters argued
that justification cited in the proposals
did not substantiate the proposed
mandatory transponder with Mode C
equipment requirement. An organization
in general agreement with the proposal
slaled Ihal it believes thaI the FAA must
take prompt action to enhance the ATe
system by providing collision protection
between non·controlled and controlled
aircraft. Another organization stated
thaI the FAA should eXlollhe benefils
of the transponder with Mode C as a
complement to airborne collision
avoidance systems. Additionally, an
argument was marle by general aviation
advocates that pilots who operate solely
under visual flighl rules (VFR) and who
do not take advanlage of available ATC
services will not receive any safety
benefits from the proposed transponder
with Mode C requirements.

There are distinct safety advantages
attributable to transponders with Mode
C equipment. Automated ATC radar
tracking systems are programmed,
based on this equipment, to provide
automatic conflict alert and low-altitude
alert warnings to the controller:wbich
can be quickly relayed 10 Ihe pilote,).
Aircraft altitude infonnation derived
from this equipment can be displayed
directly on B controller's radar screen.
This equipment will activate traffic alert
and collision avoidance systems (TCAS)
in aircraft equipped with TCAS.

An advantage of a transponder with
Mode C is derived from an eXisting
capability of automated ATC radar
tracking systems. These systems are
currently programmed to continually
predict and update the palhs of Mode C
transponder-equipped aircraft being
controlled by ATC. These predictions
are constantly compared with those of
other controlled aircraft that are also
tracked by the system. In addition. these
systems compare the aircraft data with
pre-programmed terrain information. If
any of the comparisons predict a
potentially hazardous situation for a
controlled aircraft, a visual and aural
alarm immediately alerts the controller

.who issues safety instructions to the
aircraft. Furthennore. a new software
fealure called "Mode C Intruder" (MCI)
is being implemented in the automated
en route ATC system and will
eventually be implemented in the
lenninal ATC syslems. The MCI feature
establishes tracks on transponder with
Mode C-equipped aircraft thaI are nol
being controlled by ATC and alerts
controllers to potential conflicts

.between .controlled and non-controlled'
aircraft.

Having nearly all aircraft equipped
-with tra~sponder8 with Mode C in

specified airspace provides controllers
with a continuous. more complete traffic
picture. This allows altitude, distance,
and azimuth information to be
correlated and control instructions to be
issued to assure that safe separation is
provided between controlled and non·
controlled aircraft. In addition, radio
communications are reduced. For
example. controllers would not have to
repeatedly ask pilots to report altitude,
and aircraft climb/descent paths can be
independently monitored for possible
conflicts with other traffic. Unnecessary
traffic advisories concerning non
controlled aircraft (equipped with a
transponder with Mode C) are
eliminated. This is true even when such
aircraft are in uncontrolled airspace;
therefore. it is not necessary for a~
aircraft equipped with a transponder
with Mode C to be in controlled .
ai~space for pilots of affected aircraft
and ATC to receive the benefits of such
equipment.

The FAA bas proposed rulemaking 10
require airborne traffic alert and
collision avoidance systems on larger
aircraft (Notice 87--a; 52 FR 32268, .
Augusl 26, 1987). A transponder with
Mode C has the ability 10 provide
critical information to TCAS-equipped
aircraft. Th~ TCAS equipment transmits
periodic interrogation signals. If a
nearby aircraft is equipped with a basic
transponder, that aircraft's range and'
azimulh from the TCAS-equipped
aircraft is calculated by Ihe TCAS
equipped aircraft. However. if 8 nearby
aircraft is equipped.with a transponder
with Mode C, altitude information is
provided in addition to range and
azimuth. TCAS will assimilate the data
and consolidate range. direction. and
altitude information. when Bvailable,'
into 8 collision risk prediction and issue
traffic advisories to the flightcrew.

While TCAS I will alert a flightcrew
of a collision potential. a crew so alerted
must determine the correct course of
action to avoid a collision. TCAS II and
TCAS III will issue resolution
advisories. which are instructions to a
flight crew as to what evasive actions

·are most appropriate to avoid a
collision. TCAS II provides resolution
advisories in a vertical plane, and TeAS
III would provide resolution advisories
in both vertical and horizontal planes..

Pilots of aircraft equipped with a
transponder with Mode C who choose, .
where permitt~d, to operate without the
assistance of ATC will indirectly ben'efit
from such equipment. For example•..
TCAS-equipped ai~craft are better able
to' avoid sue,;h aircraft; and. when such
aircraft are under surveillance of 'ATC
radar, ·controllers are better able to ,.. '

maintain safe distances between such'
aircraft and those aircraft being
controlled.

For these reasons. the FAA finds tha t
there is justification for a general
transponder with Mode C requirement
in both controlled and uncontrolled
airspace at certain locations.

Access to Terminal A/rspace

Many commenters, including members
of Congress, objected to the proposal to
establish a transponder with Mode C
requirement at all airports wh~re

terminal radar approach control service
exists. Some comrnenters suggested the
FAA limit the application to a 30-mile
radius of TeA primary airports as· .
proposed in Notice 87-7. Others
suggested that the requiren?entbe
limiled to TCAIARSA/lerminal radar
service areas (TRSA) airports. Some
commenters even suggeste.d re9ucing
the size of the affected terminJI airspace
as a compromis'e to the 4D-mile radius
proposed in Notice 88-2. Many
commenters suggested that
authorization provisions be provided for
nonequipped aircraft. .

An aviation organization stated that it
was of the opinion that "cut-outs"
should be provided to accommodate
operations below 1,200 feet above the
8urface. Within these "cut·outs," aircraft
could operate without the proposed
transponder equipment from or to
airports outside the surface areas of
designated airspace. One commenter
stated the FAA should consider the sile
specific need f-or airspace exclusions
thrQugh which non-controlled aircraft
could safely operate provided these
corridors/airspace exclusions do not
affecl the safety of conlrolled aircraft.

Another aviation organization
slrongly urged the FAA 10 include
provisions to allow nonequipped aircraft
to operate under a TCA or ARSA floor
or within the airspace where a
transponder with Mode C is required.
Another organization stated that it .
believes a limited number of aircraft can
be safely accommodated in areas where
a Iransponder with Mode C would be
required provided such aircraft were
conducting ingress/egress operations at
alIi tudes below 2.500 feet AGL 10
airports outside designated airspac"e.

An aviation 9rganization, although in
general agreement With the proposed
transponder requirements. sta~ed that
aircraft authorized to deviate'from the
transpondec"requirement should not be
permitted 10 fly within 1.000 feel of the.. · .

. floor or 8 TCA unless Ulat aircraft is
equipped with·a transponiler wilh Mqde
C, but iIi' no case should any aircraft be'·

I:
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allowed to operate within 500 feet of the·
noor of the TCA.

As stated earlier, the FAA proposals
in Notice 68-2 were intentionally broad
to gather the widest possible
alternatives and suggestions through
public comments. The FAA has
considered the comments in regard to
reducing the scope of the proposed
requirement and believes that such 8

reduction can be made, in compliance
with the legislation. without
significantly reducing the safety benefits
envisioned by the proposals. Further, the
FAA believes that the greatest benefit o[
an expanded transponder with Mode C
requirement will be realized in the
airspace surrounding airports with the
highest number of pas.senger
enplanements and aircraft operations.
The a~sp8ce surrounding such airllorte
is typically designated as a TCA or
ARSA. At other airports which do not
meel the current TCA or ARSA
establishment criteria. the FAA believes
a transponder with Mode C requirement
equivalent to that for ARSA's should l>e
considered where the annual enplane~
passenger count is sufficiently high.

In consideration of the foregoing
comments.tbe FAA Is limiting the
transponder with Mode C requirement·
around TCA primary airports to that
airspace within a 3o-mile radius. With
this action. the FAA i. effectively
adopting requirements for transponders
witb Mode C esseotially the same as
those proposed in Notice 87-7. While
this airspace extends from the surface
upward and will not have any "cut
outs," provisions are being made for
operations by nonequipped aircraft aa
discussed later in this document
Further. the issues of TCAI ARSA
design. VFR transition routes through
designated TCA's and equipment
requirements on such routes, and other
issues dealing with classification of
TCA's will be addressed in the
disposition of the non-Mode C proposals
in Notice 87-7.

In regard to the airspace around
ARSA primary airports, the transponder
with Mode C requirement is being
limited to the airspace within the lateral
limits of an ARSA (normally a lG-mile
radius). Additionally the airspace below
an ARSA (normally beneath 1.200 feet
AGL) is being effectively "cut out" to
accommodate operations by
nonequipped"aircraft.

For airports not designated as a TeA
or ARSA primary airport but where
terminal radar approach control service
is provided. the transponder with Mode
C requirement is being limited to that
airspace within 10 miles of such an
airport. Similar to the requirement at
ARSA locations, the airspace below

1.200 feet AGL outside of the airport
traffic area lATA) is also being
excluded from the requirement in order
to accommodate operations by
nonequipped aircraft. Further. the FAA
will consider such airports as
candidates for imposing the transponder.
with Mode C requirement when the
annual enplaned passenger count
exceeds 200.000. The FAA believes that
this number of enplaned passengers per
year is a reasonable threshold for the
level of air carrier activity that would
support a more stringent transponder
with Mode C requirement. However, the
fact that an airport has experienced
such an enplaned passenger count does
not automatically trigger a transponder
with Mode C requirement in the
surrounding airspace. Each candidate
airport will be considered on 8 case-by
case basis after a review clearly
indicates that 8 significant safety benefit
would be realized. .

There are several airports that
currently exceed 200.000 annually
enplaned passengers which have not
been designated as, or planned for an
ARSA; e.g.. Billings. MT. Fargo. NO.
Eugene. OR. Sioux Falls. SO. Hilo. HI.
Fairbanks. AK. etc. The FAA has
examined the operations at each of
these locations and has determined that
a transponder with Mode C requirement
should be established at Billings. MT.
and Fargo. NO. Both of these airports
have experienced a significantly high
number of passenger enplanements, and
both typically generate over 50.000
instrument operations per year.

Most of the other airports thaI
experience over 200,000 annual
passenger enplanements are located
within a terminal radar service area
(TRSA). have unique geographical
limitations, relatively high number of
instrument operations, complex traffic
mixes, or extensive pilot training in
proximity to the ATA. These ractors will
be considered in decisions to extend the
transponder with Mode C requirement
to airports that exceed 200,000
passenger enplanements.

TRSA's have been designated at most
of the other non-TCA. non·ARSA
locations where airport passenger
enplanements exceed 200.000 per year.
Aircraft operating in TRSA's are
provided with air traffic control
separation service. The provision of this
service is mandatory on the part of ATe
but voluntary on the part of pilots.
Participation in ther air traffic control
service is mandatory for pilots of
aircraft oJrerating in the ATA to or from
the airport for which the ATA is
designated, or those simply transiting
the ATA. An ATA is in effect at all

airports with an operating air traffic
control tower.

Also, controlled airpsace has been
established to the surface in the vicinity
of each of lhese airports in the fonn of
transition areas or control zones, or
both. As a result. there is an existing
requirement. under § !I1.24(c). that
transponder and Mode C equipment
installed on an aircraft must be operated
while in controlled airspace in the
vicinity of these airports ("transponder
on:' rule). [n effect. a transponder with
Mode C operating requirement already
exists at these airports for all aircraft
that are now or will in the future be
equipped with such equipment. The
FAA has determined that this
requirement, in connection with other
air traffic operating requirements at
airports with terminal radar approach
control service. provides the desired
level of safety at this time. The FAA
further considers this requirement to ,
meet the mandate of Pub. L 100-.223 for
a transponder with Mode C requirement
in terminal airspace where radar service
is provided. The exception for
nonequipped aircraft at these airports is
consistent with the legislation's
provisions for access by nonequipped
aircraft where such access will not
interfere with the traffic flow.

In general. then. the rule adopted will
require a transponder with Mode C in
the terminal airspace of airports with
terminal radar approach control service
as follows: (1) In TCA and ARSA
airspace; (2) from the surface to 10,000
feet MSL within 30 miles of a TCA
primary airport. with certain exceptions
for aircraft which were not originally
certificated with an engine-driven
electrical system or which have not
subsequently been certified with such 8

system installed. balloons. and gliders;
(3) in the airspace above an ARSA to
10.000 feet MSL; and (4) within 10 miles
of additional high-passenger-traffic
airports identified in Appendix D of Part
91. Moreover. in controlled airspace in
the vicinity of other airports, pilots of all
aircraft equipped with Mode A or Mode
C transponders must operate that
equipment, but no additional equipment
requirement is imposed on operators of
nonequipped aircraft.

Currently. the FAA provides for the
exception of nonequipped aircraft from
the transponder with Mode C
requirements on a case·by-case basis by

. granting ATe authorizations under
§ 91.24(d). This provision has worked
well in the past. Bnd some provision of
this nature is necessary for efficient
control of air traffic in a transponder
with Mode C environment. It is essential
that the agency have the ability to
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suspend or authorize exceptions from
rules where necessary for safety or
otherwise beneficial to ATe. For
example. a controller must be
empowered to direct 8 pilot to turn orf 8

malfunctioning transponder or Mode C
unit, or to direct 8 nonequipped aircraft
through 8 regulated area if that is the
safest route.

Accordingly. the FAA will assume
that case-by-case ATe authorizations
continue to be permitted under the terms
of the recent legisla tian as a necessary
concomitant of a general transponder
with Mode C program. ATC
authorizations will contain ~ny

conditions that may he necessary to
provide a level of safely equivalent to
operation by an aircraft equipped with
transponder with Mode C.

It should be recognized that ATC will
not be able to grant authorization in all
cases requested. However, a person
who has been denied an authorization
to deviate from the requirement, and
who believes that the requested
authorization would have no adverse
impact on safety or ATC services, may
request an administrative review of the
denial by the Air Traffic Division
Manager for the FAA region in which
the ATC facility i8 located. In addition,
Part 11 of the FAR provides procedures
for the filing of a petition for exemption
from the regulations. where an
exemption is warranted and would be 8
more appropriated form of relief.

Further, prior to the July 1. 1989.
compliance date, the FAA will consider
the impact of the required equipment in
this final rule on aircraft not landing or
taking off at TCA primary airports.
Additionally, the FAA will look at
providing access to outlying general
aviation airports for those aircraft
without the required equipment. The
FAA will take such action only to the
extent that it would be consistent with
maintaining adequate safety within the
TCA and the airspace surrounding the
TeA primary airport.

Agricultural Aircraft Operations

An aviation organization, supported
by other commenters, suggested that
agricultural aircraft operations be
excluded from the proposed transponder
requirements. The organization stated
that night safety would be jeopardized if
agricultural aircraft [AGI pilots were
compelled to adjust transponder settings
and make radio contact during an
application operation. Further, the
organization stated AG's regularly work
from unimproved landing strips and
repeated landings and takeoffs cause
dust and dirt to affect delicate electronic
avionics.

AG's are already required to be
equipped with radio, navigational. and
transponder capabilities in TCA's and
are required to be equipped with two
way radios in ARSA·s. The proposals in
Notice Nos 87-7 and 88--2 did not
address these issues with regard to
fixed-wing aircraft. Further. AG's have
historically obtained authorizations
from ATC to operate without required
equipment when necessary. The final
rules being adopted does not alter those
provisions for obtaining author~zations.

Aircraft Without Electricol Systems
Many commenters stated that it is not

practical to install a transponder with
Mode C on balloons and gliders and,
the·refore. such aircraft should be
excluded from the proposed
requirements. Several commenters
stated that there has never been any
indication that these types of aircraft
have been hazardous to other aircraft
operations in the area surrounding
airports with terminal radar approach
control service. Many commenters
suggested th8t the FAA should exclude
aircraft without electrical systems from
any new transponder with Mode C
requirement.

Currently. a transponder with Mode C
is required on aU aircraft (except
gliders) operating above 12.500 feet
mean sea level (MSL) in the U.s., except
Hawaii and Alaska, transponders are
required above 18,000 feet MSL in
Alaska. Additionally. in 8 TCA, aircraft
operations, including gliders and
halloons. may only be conducted with a
transponder with Mode C,

The fact that an aircraft is a glider or
balloon does not diminish the safety
benefits and increased efficiency of
ATC control and pilot operations which
the FAA is trying to achieve. However,
there is no question that the proposed
requirement, if adopted without
modification, would have had an impact
on operations conducted by aircraft
which were not originally certificated
with an engine-driven electrical system
or which have not subsequently been
certified with such a system installed,
balloons, and gliders. Were there no
contemplated provisions for exception
or regulatory relief, some of these
operators would be eliminated from
certain airspace unless a transponder
with Mode C were to be installed. The
FAA has information that a portable.
battery-operated transponder with
Mode C is on the market. However, the
unit apparently would require an
antenna installation on some aircraft.
raising certification questions. and its
use is time-limited by the battery charge.
The unit can function for approximately
4 hours between charges and can be

purchased and installed for
approximately $2,000. For these reasons
the unit may well enable some operators
to continue operating in the regulated
airspace, but the unit does not appear to
represent a universal solution to the
issue. The FAA has reconsidered the
need to impose all of the new
transponders with Mode C requirements
on such owners as proposed in Notice
88-2.

In regard to aircraft which were not
originally certificated with an engine·
driven electrical system or which have
not subsequently been certified with
8uch a system installed, balloons. and
gliders. the final rule being adopted
herein excludes or excepts such aircraft
from the transponder with Mode C
requirement when operating beneath the
floors of a PCA [below 18.000 feet MSLj
provided such operation is not
conducted: (1) In any ARSA or TCA; (2)
above the altitude of a TCA ceiling at
and below 10,000 feet MSL within a 30
mile radius of a TCA primary airport;
and (3) above an ARSA at and below
10,000 feet MSL within the lateral
dimensions of that ARSA. Additionally.
the FAA is extending compliance dates
to facilitate the acquisition and
installation of required equipment for
those operators that plan to conduct
flight in areas where a transponder with
Mode C will be required. July 1. 1989. is
the compliance date for operations
within 30 miles of a TCA primary
airport, and at and above 10,000 feet
MSL; the compliance date for the
remaining requirements is December 30,
1990.

The FAA believes that excluding
aircraft which were not originally
certificated with an engine-driven
electrical system or which have not
subsequently been certified with such a
system installed. balloons. and gliders
from a universal requirement for the
transponder with Mode C requirement
will not have a detrimental effect on the
safety of other operations, For example,
the small numbers of operations
conducted by these types of aircraft that
could interfere with traffic flows do not
warrant requiring such equipment;
balloons are conspicuously visible in
VFR flight environments: other aircraft
without an electrical system normally
do not operate above 10.000 feel MSL;
and in most cases, ATC and transient
pilots have notice of the locations of
glider operations.

Equipment Cost

Many commenters objected to the
proposed transponder requirements
stating that the acquisition and
installation expense of transponders
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and encoders is prohibitive. Others
commented that such expenditure would
have to be repeated because Mode S
transponders Me required after January
1.1992.

Under Amendment No. 91-198 (52 FR
3380. February 3. 1987) all transponders
installed after January 1. 1992. must
meet the technical standard order for
the Mode S transponder. However. that
amendment permits transponders
installed prior to January 1. 1992. to be
used indefinitely until replaced.
Therefore. there is no requirement that a
transponder with Mode C be upgraded
to Mode S sfter January 1. 1992. until
such time as the transponder must be
replaced.

A basic transponder costs
appruximately $1.050 and upgrading that
transponder with Mode C equipment
would cost an additional $850. The cost
for a Mode S transponder with Mode C
is estimated to be $2.900 or about $1,000
more than a comparable basic
transponder with Mode C.

The congressional mandate to require
the use of transponder with Mode C in
additional airspace was not conditioned
on the economic impact of the
requirement. and the FAA
acknowledges that some operators will
experience the cost of installing the
required equipment. The cost impact of
the required equipment is discussed in
more detail below in the summary of the
Regulatory Evaluation.

A TC Operations

Numerous commenters were
concerned that the transponder with
~'10de C requirement would have an
adverse effect on the air traffic system.
These commenters predict the creation
of a radio frequency congestion problem
as well as an inability of the ATC
automation system to handle an
increased number of transponder
replies. One commenter stated that each
year during the EAA Fly-In at Oshkosh.
WI. when thousands of operations occur
\\.-ithin a period of a few days. ATC
directs pilots of participating aircraft to
turn off their transponders while
operating in the Oshkosh area. Other
commenters suggested that the FAA
should assure the ability of the ATC
system to both cope with and then
effectively use the additional
information before any new transponder
requirement is levied.

Numerous gHder and balloon
enthusiasts commented lhat it is
unrealistic for ATe to expect them to
follow ATe directions because of the
airr-rilft's inability to maintain the type
of directional control that is expected in
an ATC environment Other commentera
suggested that. since ATC does not have

the capability to control all aircraft
within the terminal airspace associated
with the more than 250 airports
proposed for a transponder with Mode C
requirement. it should not try to assert
such control.

The FAA does not seek to control all
aircraft operating outside a TCA. ARSA,
or ATA. nor does the FAA expect that it
would be necessary to require a balloon
or a glider to follow a specified route (in
areas outside the actuat confines of a
TCA or ARSA). Under current rules.
however. both gliders and balloons.
when operating inside a TeA or ARSA.
are expected to comply with the
regulations <sod ATC clearances and
instruction!; iust as all other aircraft are
required to do. Under the proposed
transponder provisions and under the
rules being adopted herein, balloons and
gliders operating outside of a TCA or
ARSA, but in airspace where a
transponder with Mode C is required.
would be required to be equipped with a
transponder and Mode C but not to
communicate with ATC.

Under the transponder with Mode C
proposals of Notices 87-7 and 88-2, no
corresponding two-way radio
communications requirements were
proposed. Further. the rule being
adopted does not impose any new
communications requirement; nor
should any appreciable workload
increase be placed on ATe. Operators
or aircraft with the required transponder
with Mode C can continue on their route
of flight without any new ATC
involvement or communications
requirement.

The FAA does expect. however. that
occasionally requests will be made by
pilots to continue flight without the
proper equipment when an equipment
fCiilure occurs in flight. However. it is
expected that stich occurrences would
be minimal considering the reliability of
such equipment. Regarding planned
flight without the required p.quipment.
such flight would have to be approved in
advance as is currently required in
areas where such equipment is required.
Requests for such flight are normally
made via telephone communications
prior to the flight's departure.
Additionally. FAA expects a reduction
in radio frequency usage because fewer
traffic and safety advisories would be
required in the environment with the
vast majority of aircraft equipped with 8

transponder with Mode C. While the
FAA does foresee a slight increase, at
least initially. in two-way radio requests
from aircraft to operate without the
required transponder equipment. the
FAA is confident that it is prepared to
handle such requests during the
transition period. Based on the

voluntary transponder equipage trends
and the amount of time in which the
FAA is allowing aircraft operators to
acquire and install the proper
transponder equipment, the FAA is
confident that the number of such
requests will be minimal and
manageable.

The FAA recognizes that there will be
rare circumstances. such as the annual
Oshkosh. WI. Fly-In. when ATC may
request the pilot of an aircraft operating
under VFR to turn off the transponder.
However. such a request would be in the
interest of segregating IFR operations
from VFR operations under unusually
heavy VFR operations where a large
and concentrated number of aircraft are
operating in a small segment of <.iirspace.
such as is the case in the annual
Oshkosh. WI. Fly-In. The FAA does not
envision such situations to occur in the
vicinity of areas in which a transponder
with Mode C is now required under this
rule.

Some commenters stated that high
performance aircraft are not allowed
below the TCA; therefore. there should
be no conflict with smaller aircraft in
that airspace. Additionally, the
commenters stated that there has never
been a midair collision in the areas
under TCA's.

Notwithstanding the absence of past
midair collisions in the airspace beneath
a TCA. it is a benefit to ATC to have as
many aircraft as possible equipped with
a transponder with Mode C when .
operating beneath a TCA. The general
use of transponder with Mode C in this
environment makes controllers aware of
more unknown and non·controlled
aircraft. This. in turn. facilitates a more
positive decisionmaking process in
regard to those aircraft being controlled.
As stated earlier. however, gliders,
balloons, and aircraft without electrical
systems are being excluded from the
transponder with Mode C requirement
beneath the floors of TCA's and
ARSA·s.

Some commenters. including an
aviation organization. suggested that the
proposed transponder requirement
would be unnecessary if ATC were to
follow its own directives by keeping
high-performance aircraft at higher
altitudes until descent is necessary for
landing. These procedures, the
commenters stated. would help maintain
separation between controlled and non
controlled traffic and would also reduce
noise on the ground from these aircraft
as well as conserve aviation fuel.

Under the current requirements of
Part 91, only large turbine-powered
aircraft are required to operate at or .
above the floors of a TeA and only
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when conducting operations to or from a
TeA primary airport. e.g.. Seattle·
Tacoma International Airport. This
requirement does not apply to similar
aircraft in a TeA thi:1.1 operate to or from
other airports beneath the designated
floors of a TCA, e.g.. Boeing Field. The
FAA agrees that the "Keep 'em High
Program" is an effective method for
segregating high·performance aircraft
from other traffic. However, such
procedures alone cannot assure
controllers that certain received radar
information on unknown or non·
controlled traffic represents aircraft that
are below the traffic being controlled by
ATe. As mentioned earlier. these
unknown aircraft appear on radar
scopes as targets that are hazardously
close to controlled aircraft. On the other
hand, a non-controlled. nonequipped
aircraft may actuaIiy intrude iota a TCA
dangerously close to controlled aircraft
and the controller, well within the realm
of expectation, may conclude that the
intruder is below or above the TCA and
take no action.

Another commenter objecting to the
proposed transponder requirement was
of the opinion that the FAA should
provide some fonn of ATC service to all
aircraft that would be required to be
equipped with the proposed transponder
equipment. An aviation organization
stated that it believes that the FAA's
philosophy associated with controller
duty priorities renders the ATC system
inadequate in assuring the protection of
IFR aircraft from collision with unknown
aircraft.

Preventing collisions by the
application of aircraft separation and
the issuance of safety alerts are a
controller's first priority. This is true
regardless if one of the aircraft is
operating under VFR and is unknown to
the controller. However, when
potentially conflicting aircraft are
equipped with transponders with
automatic altitude reporting equipment,
it enables controllers to relav decisive
instructions associated with-these
procedures. Additionally, traffic
advisory service is now provided by
ATC in an ARSA and within 20 miles of
an ARSA primary airport on a
jnandatory basis. and, elsewhere. on a
workload-permitting basis.

Effect on Automoted ATC Systems

An aviation organization slated that it
expects that some ATC facilities,
because of radar target capacity
problems, will be forced to reduce the
size of the area being processed to
accommodate the expected increase in
radar targets. The same organization
commented t-hat existing ATC le.rminal
automation systems can only handle

approximately Z30 radar largels before
the data displayed hegins to flicker and
become unusable. Some commenters
suggested that the ATC system is
already overloaded.

The most advanced terminal
automation system in use today by the
FAA has a capacity of 300 tracked
targets for each radar sensor. Several
TeA airports use 2 radar sensors wh.ich
equates to a BOO-target capacity. Using
the Los Angeles, CA, terminal area as
representative of a "worst case"
situation (because of the number of
aircraft based in that area and excellent
VFR fiying conditions), during the
busiest hour of traffic for the month of
August 1987, 264 aircraft v..'ith
transponders were detected by the 2 Los
Angeles radar sensors. This number
includes all targets with transponders
within the 55·mile-radius radar
processing areas of the 2 sensors. Again,
using the "worst case" situation of a
2.5:1 ratio of transponder targets to non
transponder targets, the number 284
would be increased to 397 total targets.
(The 2.5:1 ratio is based on the 1985
statistics of the numbers of aircraft in
the State of California versus the
number of aircraft without
transponders.] While an actual ratio for
aircraft based in the Los Angeles area is
not available to the FAA at this time.
the FAA is confident, based on

-experience, that the 2.5:1 ratio would
increase if limited to the aircraft within
a 55-mile radius of Los Angeles. Further,
based on the comments that a large
number of aircraft without electrical
systems would be affected by the
proposed rules, this ralio will increase
because of the provisions and
exdusions being adopted herein for
such aircraft. With this increased ratio,
the number 397 would be significantly
smaller. Even in the "worst case"
scenario, the 397 total targets can be
handled by the ATC automation
systems. While it may be desirable for
some locations to retain a 55·mile raclius
radar processing area, ATC terminal
automation systems have a feature that
can be used to selectively inhibit
processing of radar data received from
aircraft operating in segments of that
area. For example, the number 397 can
be reduced significantly by using a
customized and reduced radar
processing area. In doing so. radar
tracking slots outside the customized
radar processing area that would
otherwise be used could be made
available lor radar targets inside the
'Customized radar processing area. This
feature may be activated in terminal
automation systems with more than one
radar sensor or with radar systems

whose coverage overlaps that of an
adjacent ATC facility.

The FAA does. however,ll8ve
terminal automated ATC systems with
only one radar sensor. Further. it is
extremely difficult to predict accurately
when any such systsem would reach its
critical capacity of 70% of available
computer capacity. Accordingly. the
FAA has addressed these factors in its
accelerated facilities enhancement
program. This program is designed to
provide hardware/software automation
system enhancements to satisfy the
transponder with Mode C requirements
of this rule until current tenninsl
systems are replaced.

Two aviation organizations were of
the opinion that additional significant
safety gains could be achieved by
upgrading the terminal automation
systems tp provide controllers with
computer-generated alerts to developing
collision threats between any controlled
aircraft equipped with altitude reporting
transponders and non-controlled aircraft
similarly equipped. One of these
organizations stated that the enhanced
conflict alert feature should be installed
in the en route automation systems as
soon as possible. Additionally, this
organization stated that prior to the
installation of the Advanced
Automation Systems for approach
control facilities, the FAA should also
upgrade existing terminal automation
systems with the enhanced conflict alert
feature even if additional hardware has
to be procured for this purpose.

On June W, 1988, the FAA's Fort
Worth Air Route Traffi<i Control Center
began testing a computer software
program designed to provide alerts to
controllers concerning non-<:ontrolled
aircraft that represent potehtial conflict
to a controlled aircraft. This program
will he included in all other ATC en
route facilities by the fall of 1938.
Additionally, the FAA's accelerated
facilities enhancement program
addressed above will also provide the
software capacity and enhancements for
similar ~atures in existing tenninal
automation systems.

See and A void

.Numerous commenters were
concerned that pilots would become
even more reliant on ATC to detect and
avoid other traffic. Some of these
commenters stated that the requirement
to see and avoid other aircraft is a pilot
responsibility and that as an alternative
to the transponder requirement, see·and·
avoid responsibilities should he
reemphasized to pilots. An aviation
organization claimed that·fAA's
statement that "the Mode C requirecnent
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has no safety benefit unless one or both
are air traffic controlled" implies that
the resulting level of control provided by
ATC as a result of this proposal will
mislead VFR pilots into 8 false sense of
security with respect to ATC separation
services.

The FAA disagrees with the allegation
that pilots flying in eilher a VFR or IFR
environment would have less incentive
to avoid potentially hazardous
situations. Rather. the FAA is confident
that pilols understand that regardless of·
whether an aircraft is non·controlled,
operating under IFR, or operating under
VFR and subject to ATC services. each
pilot is responsible to see and avoid
other aircraft. This principle is
persistently emphasized through FAA
initiated programs designed to remind
pilots of their roles in preventing midair
collisions. Such programs include pilot
certification training. flight safety
publications, accident prevention
seminars, pilot biennual reviews,
raincheck programs. etc. Even though
there is no regulatory requirement to
attend such programs. the FAA believes
that pilots now attend and would attend
such training programs in order to
obtain the skills necessary for flight in
an ATC environment. Further. as a part
of the implementation process for this
final rule. the FAA intends to issue an
advisory circular that will address the
benefits of and the requirements for
operating with transponders and
automatic altitude reporting equipment.

Promoting Aviation

Several commenters felt that the FAA
should concern itself with the promotion
of aviation, which includes general
aviation. and not what they claimed
would be the elimination of most
general aviation activity. According to
one commenter. the general aviation
industry is already in 8 protonged slump
and the proposed transponder
requirement would only make it worse.

Further. some commenters felt that
transponder requirements would" cause
many of the general aviation airports,
flight schools. and aircraft repair shops
within the affected airspace to go out of
business. Some commenters were of the
opinion that non-transponder aircraft
would have to relocate.

While FAA does have a responsibility
to encourage and foster the development
of civil aeronautics and air commerce, it
has a higher responsibility to provide
the safest aviation system that is
reasonably possible. The FAA believe.
that its responsibility to promote safety
is met by the provisions being adopted
under this rule. The equipment
requirements of this rule allow for an
orderly transition and make provision

for those operators temporarily
incapable of meeting the rule's
requirements. Additionally, as
mentioned earlier. this rule does not
alter existing provisions for
nonequipped aircraft whereby the
operator may receive an authorization
to conduct operations without the
required equipment.

Collision Avoidance Systems
An aviation organization stated that

the recent TCAS test would have been
more effective and realistic had more
aircraft been equipped with a
transponder with Mode C.

While it might be true that a TCAS
test conducted in areas where all
aircraft are equipped with transponders
with Mode C would be more realistic.
the test did confirm that a pilot is more
efficient in detecting and avoiding traffic
when given an adequate advance alert.
Nevertheless. the transponder
requirements imposed by this rute are
primarily intended to improve a
controller's ability to detect aircraft that
present a potential conflict for
controlled sircraft. The FAA also
recognizes the potential benefits
associated with a TCAS equipment
requirement and. as discussed above.
has proposed a TCAS requirement for
certain operators.

Other commenters stated that LORAN
C is excellent for navigation and could
be adapted for use 8S a collision
avoidance system and that such
adaptation should be developed by the
FAA. Supporting this view. an aviation
organization stated that recently
developed LORAN C equipment can
provide warning signals to aircraft
operators when they are approaching
specifically programmed airspace such
as TCA's and restricted areas. Another
organization stated that the FAA should
promote an inexpensive. independent.
and on·board proximity warning
indicator that could aid pilots in their
see-and-avoid responsibilities rather
than trying to solve the midair collision
potential problem with TCA's and new
transponder equipment requirements. -

The FAA recognizes the potential
benefits of LORAN C equipment in
regard to navigation. However. the FAA
remains convinced that the transponder
with Mode C provides the best possible
means whereby controllers and pilots
are better able to identify and correlate
unknown aircraft operating in and
around terminal airspace.

An a\'iation organization pointed out
that approximately 45 percent of the
near midair collisions [NMAC) reported
over the last year have occurred in
controlled airspace. Yet, this
organization stated. the FAA is

proposing to increase the NMAC
exposure risk by increasing the volume
of controlled airspace at those very
locations where NMAC's are most
concentrated-busy tenninal areas. This
organization stated that it believes that..
statistically, the probability of a NMAC
would be greater as a result of an
unmanageable increase to the volume of
controlled airspace (up to 100 percent in
some areas).

The fact Ihat NMAC's occur primarily
in terminal airspace has little or nothing
to do with the coincidence that this
airspace is also designated as controlled
airspace. One of the reasons NMAC's
occur predominantly in terminal
airspace is that a large volume of
aircraft tend to concentrate at lower
altitudes. in and around terminal
airspace. Most significantly. the
majority of the aircraft involved in
NMAC's are non-controlle~and
unknown to ATC. The FAA envisions
the Mode C requirement will
significantly reduce the number of
NMAC's between controlled and non·
controlled aircraft operating in the
affected airspace. The transponder with
Mode C requirement, however. does not
increase or affect in any manner the size
of any controlled airspace.

Climb Corridors

An aviation organization, as well as
other individual commenters. suggested
that the FAA should seriously consider
establishing arrival and departure
corridors for primary airports that are
currently in TCA's instead of continuing
to establish and retain TCA's with
existing designs. Numerous commenters
agreed with this position, stating that
the FAA should establish arrival and
departure corridors for air carrier·
aircraft that would be similar to climb
corridors now used by military aircraft.
Additionally, they stated that such a
design could provide a variety of
benefits to air carrier aircraft as well as
to pilots who want to avoid air carrier
arrival and departure routes.

A simulation of the climb/descent
corridor concept was conducted in the
Boston, Massachusetts, area. One TeA
and three corridor configurations were
tested. The simulation revealed that,
while the use of corridors did provide 8

degree of safety, these corridors cannot
provide the required airspace to vector.
sequence. and meter effectively the
variety and numbers of aircraft that
demand service at major terminal
airports. Based on this evaluation. it was
concluded that the use of corridors
would result in a substantial loss in
airport and airspace efficiency with a
corresponding increase in arrival and
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by July I, 1989, and half by December 30,
1990. The following analysis of
transponder and altitude encoder
equipment production and instalfation is
based on information received from the
General Aviation Manufacturing'
Association (GAMA) in December 1987.

Current production of altitude
encoders and transponders is estimated
10 be 1,800 and 600 per month
respectively. Six months after
publication of a final rule. GAMA
estimated Ibat these monthly production
rates could double or triple. Based on a
July 1. 1988. publication date of a final
rule. and based on the number of
transponders and encoders that are
required. the FAA assumes that by
January 1, 1989, production will have
reached a triple-rate (5.400 encoders and
1.600 transponders per month).

TrBD8ponder aDd Encoder at Triple-Rale
Produclion

departure delays. This concept was
more recently reviewed by the TeA
Task Group and Ihe group confirmed the
earlier findings of the tests. Regardless,
the FAA did not. under Notice Nos. 87-7
and 88-2, .propose to change Ihe physical
dimensions of any TeA. Before such an
fiction is formally proposed in a
rulemaking action, the public will be
given the opportunity to comment on,
and in some cases. participate actively
in the development of an airspace
design or design modification.

Implementation

Several commenlers atated that they
believe there are not enough
transponders now available to timely
equip all aircraft that would be required
to have them under this rule. An
aviation organization stated that it
objected to tbe rompliance dales a. it
believed sufficient time is not allowed
for aircraft owners to acquire and install
required equipment or relocate the
aircraft outside of the airspace where
the equipment is required.

The compliance dale of December 30,
1990, is mandaled by atatute. However.
the FAA agrees thaI liD effective date
.hould be established that is consistent

Event

with, among other factors, the
availability of the required equipment
given the numbers of aircraft that Deed
10 be equipped. In this regard. the FAA
has reviewed the numbers of affected
aircraft and the present and future
availability of required transponder
equipment.

Using information furnished in the
comments of various user organizations
and others. and FAA's own statistical
information (discussed in more detail
below in Ihe summary of Ihe Regulalory
Evaluation). the FAA has concluded thaI
approximalely 106,000 aircraft will be
required to install all or a part of the
equipment being required in this final
rule. Of these 106,000 aircraft,
approximately 72.000 will require the
installation of the Mode C equipment
only; the remaining aircraft
(appcoximately 34.(00) will require the
installation of 8 transponder and the
Mode C equipment

Based on Ihe foregoing, FAA
estimates that there is 8 need for 106,000
encoders and 34.000 transponders.
Further. the FAA conservatively
estimates that half of this equipment
will be required to facilitate compliance

Dote

Need by Encoders

7/01/89 __ 53.000
12/30/90_____ 106..000

Tfenspon
de<s

17,000
34,llOO

Tn,ns_s
Current production _ _. . ._. • 12/D1/87 1hru ~130188 _. __ __._._._...... 12.600 4,200
Finat Nle published.•••.._ _._.•..._•....•._ •.........•_.•...•..•_......•.•...••._ __ _._ 6/30188 _._.__._. _ __._._ _.__._ _ __.._ _ _.
Current P'oduction _.•.._ ••......•.•__ ~.•........_._.__ _ •.•._.._ .. _ • 7/01/66 thru 12/31/88 .__._ _. . _ 10,800 3.,600

~~~e:~:-;:~/Ol/89_~_:.==~=:::::::::::::::::::::::~::::::::: :::=~ ..~.~.~..~.~:::~::::::::::::~:::::::~~==-~:::::::=~:~::---=:-~~ -iicOo- '-10:800
TOlats by 711/&9 .•_....•_.•_ •.••__._.•..........•......._ .•..._ _ ._ _ _ ~ _ _..•••... .55,BOO 18,600

Production ftrom 111189 to \2/30/90 __• _ __ _ _ _ _........ . 97,200 32.<&00

Totals by 121301'90 _._ _ _. .._ _ _. . .._~.._._. .__. _ .__..__.. 153,000 51,000

aircrafl is equipped witb the required
transponder equipment.

Short Comment Periods

-

Based on GAMA's predictions and
assuming a triple-rate production. by
July 1. 1989. there would be enough
encoder and transponder equipment
produced for every aircraft that is
assumed 10 be affected. Further. Ihe
FAA bas significantly reduced the
amount of airspace that would have
been affected by tbe propoaaJs in Notice
88-2 to an amoWlt that nonequipped
aircraft. without a significant
inconvenience. could circumnavigate
affected airsp;lce until the required
equipmenl is acquired and/or inslalled.

Nevertheless. the FAA strongly
advises aircraft owners/operators to
begin purchasing and installing
equipment immedialely.

An aviation organization stated that
the proposal dqes nol clearly identify
the effects on adjacenl airsp;lce.
airports. operations, special-use
airspaCe activitie., and NAVAlD·•. One

aviation organization stated that the
proposed transponder equipment
requirement is an attempt to improve
safety by separating airspace from
airspace when the FAA should be An aviation organization stated that
separating aircraft from aircraft. the FAA .howed a disregard for the

The FAA. in this rule. is limiting the airspace users it regulates by an
application of the transponder and inadequate public comment period in
Mode C requirement to airspace that is Notice No. 83-2. Many commenters were
traversed by a significant number of generally critical of the commenl
controlled and non-controlled aircraft. periods provi1led by the FAA. Bnd
Within this airspace, the FAA believes requested extensions.
that as many aircraft as possible should The FAAexlended the comment
be identifiable with regard to location period by 45 days. This extension was in
and altitude. Having such information response to requests from'Members of
facilitates the reduction of the collision Congress..an aviation association that it
potential between controlled and non- .. needed, exu:a.time:i~ order to circUlarize
controBed aircraft, .the notice to Jts members. and others,

AdditiOnally. many of these controlled" - T-h~ FAA i....ware that many g~neral' . ,.'
aircraft will be equipped with TeAS I • aVlatlon--pilots rec~lve notificahon of .
which. a's diScussed earlier. 'iil mOsl propo~ed .rulem~t1~ only .through user
ff r ben \enliati.,· fl' "i" ." orgamzaltODs'and, m these I>arttcular

e ec lYe W . a.po _ u~ con IC mg cases; noted that an extengion of"the· ~ ... '

, ,

II
i
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comment periods would not jeopardize
the ability of the agency to reach final
rule making action in a timely manner.

Helicopters

A national aviation association stated
that there was no information provided
in the Notice that would indicate that a
problem exists with helicopters
operating without the proper
transponder equipment In_all cases
today. these aircraft operate under
letters of agreement with the
appropriate ATC facility. This
organization further stated that the
regulatory evaluation is seriously flawed
and failed to assess realistically the
total costs necessary to equip
commercial helicopters. This
organization said that. typically. many
helicopter operators already equip their
aircraft with transponders with Mode C
if their operations routinely use TeA
airspace. Other operators do not equip
their fleets with such equipment simply
because there is no need: e.g., local
flight training or agricultural operations.
Additionally. many smaller helicopters
do not have a place on the instrument
panel for the installation of
transponders and the added weight
poses a penalty in the form of a reduced
useful load.

Helicopters no longer represent a
small percentage of the aircraft
operating in busy terminal areas nor are
they limited by operational capability
with respect to flight within these areas,
which was the rationale applied to their
original exclusion in § 91.24. Their
versatility has brought about a
significant rise in operations in and
around busy metropolitan areas,
particularly those where TCA's and
ARSA's exist. The FAA believes that
helicopters must be treated in the same
manner as any other aircraft. Also, the
congressional mandate referred to all
aircraft, with no provision for a
categorical exclusion of helicopters. The
need for safety, especially since a
significant number of travelers will be
transported from airports in busy
terminal areas (i.e.. inter·city transport)
to other areas, argues against the
contention that helicopters should he
viewed as "special applications" type
aircraft.

Charting
An aviation organization stated that

charting of the transponder with Mode C
requirement areas is necessary so that
pilots of aircraft without the required
equipment can readily avo~d them as
necessary.

The FAA believes that most aircraft
owners/operators will volunt1;lrily equip
their aircraft with the required

transponders with Mode C rather than
avoid the airspace with the requirement.
With the required equipment on the
aircraft. pilots have more flexibility in
planning their flights than those in
nonequipped aircraft. However. in the
interest of providing assistance to those
nonequipped aircraft to avoid areas
where a transponder with Mode C is
being required, the FAA will ensure that
appropriate charting changes are
implemented.

Ultralights

Many commenters, including those
who addressed their comments to
Members of Congress, expressed
concern that the proposals would
require transponders with Mode C
equipment on ultralight vehicles.

The FAA. in Notice Nos. 87-7 and 88-
2. did not propose to impose any new
transponder requirement on ultralight
vehicles and the fmal rule adopted
herein does not impose such a
requirement.

Federalism Detennination

The amendment set forth herein
would not have substantial direct effects
on the states. on the relationship
between the national government and
the states. or on the distribution of '
power and responsibilities among the
various levels of government. The..
regulations set forth in this notice would
be promulgated pursuant to the
authority in the Federal Aviation Act of
1958. as amended (49 U.S.C. 1301, et
seq.). which haS" been construed to
preempt state law regulating the same
subject. Therefore, in accordance with
Executive Order 12612. it is determined
that such a regulation does not have
federalism implications warranting the
preparation of a Federalism .
Assessment.

Regulatory Evaluation Summary

Benefit-Cast Anolysis

The regulatory evaluation prepared'
for this final rule examines the cost and
benefit aspects of expandins the
existing transponder with Mode C
requirement. This rule amends Part 91 of
the FAR by requiring an aircraft to be
equipped with a transponder with Mode
C when operating in the vicinity of
certain airports for which tenninal radar
appr!J8ch control service area has been
established, and in other non-terminal
airspace at the above 10,000 feet MSI.
Implementatio~of this rule wiU be

accomplished in two phases. Phase I
will require a transpo~der with Mode C
for most aircraft operations in the
airspace at the above 10,000 MSI. and in
the vicinity of TCA primary airports.

Phase II will require a transponder
with Mode C for most operations in the
vicinity of ARSA primary airports and
other designated airports.

The FAA believes these actions are
necessary in order to reduce the
potential for midair collisions between
controlled or TCAS-equipped aircraft
and non-controlled aircraft. Similar
safety concerns have been expressed by
members of Congress. user associations.
and national safety organizations.

Costs

The FAA estimates the total cost of
compliance expected to accrue from
implementation of this rule to be $140
miliion (discounted in 1987 dollars).
between 1989 and 1998. This cost of
compliance estimate includes
acquisition and installation of an
electrical system in some aircraft and
maintenance of the required
transponder and Mode C equipment.
The derivation of this cost estimate and
the assumptions on which it is based are
discussed below.

Based on the informed judgment of
FAA personnel and information
contained in the FAA report entitled.
"General Aviation Activity and
Avionics Survey [December 1987)," this
rule is expected primarily to impact
single-engine (piston) airplanes and
some rotorcraft. This evaluation
assumes a worst-case scenario that all
operators of general aviation aircraft
without a transponder with Mode C will
acquire such equipment. excluding most
aircraft without electrical systems.
Virtually all operators of aircraft
constructed without the capability for an
electrical system are not expected to be
significantly impacted by this rule
because of the airspace exclusions being
adopted in this rule. In addition. other
types of general aviaticn fixed-wing
airplanes, which include twin-engine
(piston), turbojets. and turboprops wili
not be impacted by this rule because
virtually all of them are already ,
equipped with a transponder with Mode
C, based on the subject report.

Based on equipment cost data
obtained from industry sources for
transponder. and altitude encoding
equipm.nt that is likely to be installed
on the number of impacted reciprocating
single-engine airplanes and rotorcraft.
the FAA estimates that these aircraft
operators will likely incur a one-time.
acquisition and installation cost r8ngmg
between S900 and $2.000, depending on
whether or not they have a transponder
or transponder with Mode C.

According to the above avionics
survey report..there are an estimated
a9,361.single:engine aircraft that are not

"
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equipped with a transponder. Of these
aircraft. the FAA estimates that 19.681
and 19,680 will be impacted in
implementation, respectively. in Phases
I and II of this rule. The cost of
compliance for these operators can be
determined by multiplying the number of
aircraft without any transponder in '
Phases I and II by $2,000. This
computation amounts to 8n estimated
$36 million [discounted) in Phase I and
$33 million [discounted) in Phase II, in
1967 dollars.

The above avionics report also
revealed there Bre 8n estimated 64,657
aircraft currently being operated with 8
tranSpol1der having no MQde C .
capability. These aircraft will likely be
impacted by this rule. Among these
aircraft. appro?,imately 32,329 Will be
impacted in Phase I and 32,328 in Phase
II. The estimated cost of compliance for
these aircraft operators can be
determined by multiplying these
numbers of aircraft by $900. This.
computation amounts to 's'n estimated
$26 million [discounted) in Phase 1and
$24 million [discounted) in Phase II, in'
1967 dollars. . .

This ru'le will impose an additional
cost component for transponder
maintenance. The cost estimate for
maintenance can be determined by
multiplying the undiscounted costs in
Phase I ($69 million) and Phsse II [$68
million) for aircraft with a transponder
without Mode C and aircraft with no
transponders by 5 per.cent, which
amounts to $3.4 million biennually in
each phase (transponder maintenance·is
required biennually under § 91.172, ATC
transponder tests and inspection). After
discounting $6.6 million, biennually,
over a 10·year period this computation
results in an estimated maintenace costs
of $10 million (discounted) in Phase I
and $6 million (discounted) in Phase n,
in 1987 dollars.

Some of those aircraft operators
without transponders are expected to
incur additional costs to acquire and
install an electrical system. Based
largely on cost infonnation received in
the comments to Notice 88-2, the
average number of general aviation
aircraft without an electrical system is
estimated to be 27,000. Some comments
indicated an average cost estimate of
$4,000 to acquire and install such a
system. For ressons explained earlier, it
is estimated that only 1,000 of these
aircraft will be impacted by this rule. An
estimated 500 of these aircraft will be
impscted In each of the two phases.
Therefore .. multiplying the'figures of 500
by $4.000 results in estimated c"st of
$1.6 million [discounted) in Phase I and

$1.6 million [discounted) in Phase II, in
1987 dollars.

The total cost of compliance amou'nts
to an estimated $140 million (discounted,
in 1987 dollars), between 1989 and 1998.
Phase 1is expected to account for an
estimated $74 million [or 53 percent) of
this cost estimate, while Phase II
captures the remainder.

Benefits
This rule is expected to generate

potential benefits primarily in the form
of enhanced safety to the aviation
community and flying public. Such
safety, for instance. will take the form of
reduced likelihood of midair collisions.

This rule will require a transponder
with Mode C for most aircraft
operations within 30 nautical miles of
any designated TCA primary airport and
generally within 10 nautical miles of an
ARSA or other high~passenger.traffic

airport designated in this rule. The FAA
believes that the adoption of this
expanded transponder with Mode C
requirement will immediately help to
reduce the potential for midair
collisions. For example, the continuous
display of altitude information on ATC
radar scopes assists controllers in
separating aircraft. It provides the
requisite infonnation to the ATe
computer to provide a controller with an
alert in the event of 8 potential conflict
between controlled aircraft. The FAA
plans to expand this alert feature to
provide a similar alert in situations
involving potential conflicts between
controlled and non-controlled aircraft,
Additionally. an environment within
which nearly aU aircraft are equipped
with a transponder with Mode Cis
essential to.allow TCAS-equipped
aircraft to function as intended to avert
potential midaIr collisions with other
aircraft.

it is difficult to determine the
prospective reduction in casualtY loss
that this rule will provide. Some insight
can be gained by examining the
historical record of accidents. An
,examination of the National
Transportation Safety Board [NTSB)
data base revealed that over 50 midair'
collisions have occurred In the U.S. over
the past 5 to 10 years, including two
within TCA's (San Diego, California in
1978 and Cerritos, California in 1986)
that involved air carriers. For air
carriers, this equates to a tate of tWo'
fatal midair'collisions every 10 years.
For the purpose of analysis. the FAA
has used a minimum statistical value of
each fatality prevented of$1 million. For
midair collisions involving air carriers~"

the annual loss is estimated at SZ8 .
million (or $172 million discounted over
10 years]. For midair coIlisionslnvoJving

comm~ters or air lB:x.is (part 135 "
opers.hons]t the annual loss is estimaled
at $16 million (or $98 mmion discounted
ov~r ~O ye~rs]. In addition, for general
aViation ,aircraft the annual loss is
estimated at $19 million (or $117 million
discounted over 10 yearsl.. The FAA
does not know with certainty to what
extent this rule will help to reduce the
probability of future midair collisions.
This assessment is based on the fact
that midair collisions are random
events. Such events cannot be predicted
with a reliable degree of certainty based
on past events. For this reason, it is
difficult to predict the frequency and
magnitude of casualty losses associated
with future midair collisions.
Nonetheless, for the purpose of this
evaluation, the midair collision data
obtained from the NTSB will serve as
the FAA's best indication of potential
magnitude and frequency of future
midair collisions in the U.S. overlhe
next 10 years, with one exception.
Unlike general aviation aircraft, midair
collisions involving air carriers ari not
only random but they are rare. Thus. it
is not prudent to assume that Lhe
likelihood of an equal number of fatal
midair collisions will take place over the
next 10 years. For this reason, 8 Poisson
distribution has been used to estimate
the probability of experiencing two or
more random midair collisions over the
next 10 years. The Poisson distribution
indicates there is a 60 percent
probability 'of such. midair collisions
occurring over the next 10 years.
Multiply.ing this probability.by the cost
of two pot~ntiaj midair collisions ($256
million], results in an expected value of
potential benefits of $154 million.
Discounted over the next 10 years
results. in potential benefits of $95
million. This estimate, along with those
for commuters and general aviation
aircraft. amounts to a total potential
benefits estimate of $310 million
(discounted in 1967 doliars).

The FAA believes there is a high
likelihood that a number of these
potential fatal midair collisions can be
avoided over the next 10 years. although
this may not be attributed solely to this
rule. In fact, there is a greater tendency
for such accidents to occur over !he next
5 years [1989-1993) than thereafter
because of the numerous aViation safety
measures that have been adopted by the
FAA in the past and those presen'tly .
proposed with full effectivenes.s '

• expected by 1993. For example, FAA
Notice 87-a {TCAS) i. expected to
reduce significaritly. the likelihood of
midair collisions Bs'early 88 next year

. and ther~after..' .
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Conclusions

Whife the cost of compliance estimate
of $140 million (discounted] associated
with this rule involves some uncertainty,
the eslimare of potential benefits of $310
million (discounted) contains more
uncertainty. Most of this uncertainty is·
due to the belief that some of this rule'.
effecJiveness in the future will be
attributed to the combined benefits from
the TCAS proposal and transponder
with Mode C equipment Not knowing
what increased benefit the TCAS 
proposal will bave on this rule's
effectiveness affects the extent to which·
the benefits figure of $310 million can be
confidently attributed to this rule.1.a.
the benefits of !biB final rule and the
TCAS proposal are inextricably linked
and cannot be derermined aepararely at
this lime. Nonetheless. the FAA firmly
believes this fmal rule. standing alone. is
cost·beneficial

The Regulatory Evaluation that has
been placed in the costs and benefits
that are expected to accrue from the
implementation of this rule.

International Trade Impact A-ssessmenl

Tbis rule will have no effect on the
sale of foreign aviation products or
services in the United Sta les. nor will it
affect the sale of United States products
or services in foreign countries. This is
because the rule being adopted herein
will only impact operators of aircraft not
equipped with a transponder with Mode
C. Virtually all foreign aircraft are
believed to be equipped with •
transponder with Mode C.

Regulatory Flexibility Determinotion
The Regulatory F1exibility Act of 1980

(RFA) was enacted by Congress to
ensure !.hat small entities are not
unnecessarily and disproportionately
burdened by government regulations.
The RFA requires agencies to review
rules which may have"a significant cost
impact on a substantial number of small
entities." The small entities that could
be potentially affected by the
implementation of this rule are primarily
air taxi operators. fixed based
operators, and small airports.

The Initial Regulatory Flexibility
Analysis published in the Notice 87-7
indicated that the then proposed rule
would not have a significant economic
impact 00 a substantial number of small
entities. This initial analysis indicated
that the proposals would not affect the
operations or impose any costs on the
individual llight schools and flying clubs
because their student training activities
would not be impacted.. However.
several types of small businesa were not
addressed in the initial analyJis. These

included aerial advertising. aerial
agriculture and pest control. and fIxed
base operators that offer services and
goods. Those businesses in aerial
agriculture or in aerial advertising will
not incur a significant impact since the
required transponder with Mode C
equipment is relatively inexpensive.
Fixed base operators may be impacted
significantly since some of the aircraft
based at some airports may choose to
move. This may also affect some small
airports. thougb it is less likely to occur

. under this rule because of its more
restrictive nature due to the imposition
of a transponder with Mode C
requirement at ARSA and other
designated airport locations.
Nevertheless. from a conservative
standpoint. the FAA will consider the
potential cost impacts on fixed based
operators and small airports. However.
since the annualized cost for a Mode C
transponder is only about $300 over a
l(}-year period. Pari 135 operators would
not be impacted significantly.
Accordingly. the FAA believes that the
comments did indicate ihatthere would
be a significant economic imPact on a
substantial number of small entities..
Therefore. the following final regulatory
flexibility analysis is presented in
compliance with section 604(a) of the
Regulatory Flexibility Act.

Public Comments in Response 10 the
Initiol Regulatory Flexibility Anolysis

There were numerous comments
related to the initial regulatory
flexibility determination contained in
Notice frl-1. The vast majority of those
comments indicated that the proposal
would cause undue hardships on small
businesses.

There were many comments from
private airports, state aviation
organizations, and private trade
associations which indicated there
would be significant economic impact to
private and public airports as well as
fixed base operators operating at those
airports. For example. one private
airport operator estimated that he would
lose up to 50 percent of the aviation
activity at his airport. Many businesses
engaged in aerial agriculture and pest
control and in aerial advertising
indicated that the proposed rules would
have significant economic impact

Description of Significant Alternatives

Alternative One-Delay Implementation
for a Langer Period

This alternative would enable the
supply of avionics to be in better
balance witb demand and. therefore. the
cost should be les.. In addition it will
aUow the operator to equip at the most

propitious time as well as to optionally
equip with Mode S.

The FAA believes there is merit in
this ~.l~ernative. However. the safety
need is such that at a time certain for
compliance should be established and
the FAA has selected two pha... for
implementation. Tbe first phase requires

.a transponder with Mode C transponder
on most aircraft operating within 30 .
nautical miles of a TCA by July 1. 1969.
The second phase requires a
transponder with Mode C on moSt
ait:craft operating in the vicinity of an.
ARSA and other designated airports by
December 1. 1990 (approximately one
and a half years after phase I).

Alternative Tw~aveDifferent
Stondards for Small Businesses

This alternative would save the s.mall
firm the compliance cost of this rule. The
FAA has rejected this approach because
it is contrary to the statute. inequitable
to the individual owner operator. and,
safety would be derogated.

Alternative Three-Design the Airspace
to Minimized Impael

This alternative would exclude more
airspace within the affected areas from
the transponder with Mode C
requirement. saving the user the cost of
the avionics. The FAA has rejected this
because it is contrary to the statute and
falls short of the projected safety
benefits provided in the rule being
adopted.

Tbe Rule

For the reasons stated above. the FAA
is substantially adopting the Mode C
proposal contained in Notice 87-7 with
certain exclusions. and modifying the
transponder with Mode C proposals
contained in Notice 86-Z. The following
is a discussion of the regulatory changes
contained in this final rule:

Transponder with Mode C Requirement

Vicinity of TCA 's

Effective July 1. 1989. all aircraft are
required to have a transponder with
Mode C when operating within 30 miles
of any designated TeA primary airport
from the surface to the 10.000 feet MSI.
Aircraft which were not originally
certificated with an engine-driven
electrical system or which have not
subsequently been certified with such a
system installed. balloons. and gliders
are excluded from this requirement
when conducting operations below the
altitude of the ceiling of a TCA or 10.000
feet MSL. whichever is lower, and
outside any airspace in which a
transponder with Mode C is otherwise
required. This requirement would also
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apply on the effective date of any future
designated TCA primary airport. TCA
primary airports are designated by
rulemaking actions associated with the
establishment or modification of 8 TeA.
Limited deviation from this requirement
may be permitted on B case·by-case
basis by authorization under existing
regulations.

Vicinity ofARSA '5

Effective December 30, 1990, all
aircraft operating in an ARSA and in all
airspace ahove an ARSA beginning at
the ceiling of that ARSA and extending
upward to 10,000 feet MSL within the
lateral confines of that ARSA must be
equipped with an operable transponder
with Mode C. The requirement would
also apply on the effective date of any
future designated ARSA. Aircraft
operating in the airspace beneath an,
ARSA are not required to have a
transponder with Mode C. Limited
deviation from this requirement may be
permitted on a case·by·case basis by
authorization under existing regulations.

Vicinity of Other High-Passenger
Traffic Airports

Effective December 30, 1990, aircraft
operating in the airspace from the
surface to 10,000 feet MSL within a 10
mile radius of any airport listed in newly
designated Appendix D of Part 91 must
be equipped with an operable
transponder. with Mode C except when
operating in the airspace below 1,200
feet AGL outside of the ATA. Currently.
Logan International Airport, Billings,
MT: and Hector International Airport,
Fargo. ND; are the only airports listed.
Aircraft which were not originally
certificated with an engine-driven.

electrical system or which have not
subsequently been certified with such a
system installed, balloons, and gliders
are excluded from this requirement.
Other aircraft may be granted
authorization to deviate from this
requirement under existing regulations.

Vicinity of Other Airports

At other airports where terminal radar
service is provided, operators are
subject to the existing requirement that
pilots of aircraft with a transponder
with a Mode C must operate that
equipment while in controlled airspace.
The rule adopted does not aiter that
requirement.

En Route Airspace

Effective July 1. 1989. aircraft
operating in all airspace of the 48
contiguous States and the District of
Columbia at and above 10,000 feet MSL
must be equipped with an operable
transponder with Mode C except when
operating at and below 2,500 feet AGL.
Aircraft which were not originally
certificated with an engine-driven
electrical system or which have not
subsequently been certified with such a
system installed, balloons, and gliders
are excluded from the transponder
requirement when operating beneath the
floor of a PCA (below 18,000 feet MSL)
provided such operation is not
conducted in any ARSA. TCA. or other
airspace requiring the equipment. The
exclusion of gliders from the en route
airspace requirement continues: the
existing provisions for glider operations
up to but not including 18.000 feet MSL.
The similar exclusion for other aircraft
which were not originally certificated
with an engine·driven electrical system

or which have not subsequently been
certified with such a system installed
and balloons permits such operations
between 10,000 feet MSL and 18.000 feel
MSL without a waiver or authorization.
as is currently required. However. the
number of operations by such aircraft at
these altitudes is expected to be
negligible. Other nonequipped aircraft
may obtain authorization to conduct
operations without the required
equipment under existing regulations.

Editoriol Chonges to TCA ond ARSA
Requirements

By adopting an expanded requirement
for a transponder with Mode C in this
final rule, a transponder is required with
stated exceptions within a 3O--mile
radius of any Group I. II. or III TCA.
This action effectively cancels the
provisions contained in § 91.90 for
Group 1lI TCA·s. Since a Group III TCA
bas never been designated, the
provisions for such TCA's are revoked
in this final rule. Additionally. § 91.90 is
amended to reflect Amendment No. 91
198 (52 FR 3391; February 3, 1987) which
imposed the Group I TeA transponder
with Mode requirement in Group II
TCA's. However, Notice 67-7 addressed
the issue of a single-class TeA;
therefore, Group I and II TeA's are
retained pending a final disposition of
that notice. Additionally, § 91.88 is
amended to reflect the adoption of the
transponder with Mode C requirement
for operations in an ARSA.

These amendments to §§ 91.90 and
91,88 are limited to those necessary for
consistency with the revised
transponder with Mode C requirements
in § 91.24.
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Mode C Transponder
Airport Radar Service Area Requirement

Within or Above an ARSA Unless Otherwise Authorized by ATC
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List of Subjects in 14 CFR Part 91

Aviation safety, Safety, Aircraft. Air
traffic control, Pilots. Airspace. Air
transportation, and Airports.

Adoptioo of the Amendments

For the reasons set forth in the
preamble. Part 91 of the Federal
Aviation Regulations, is amended as
follows:

PART 91-AIR TRAFFIC AND
GENERAL OPERATING RULES

1. The authority citation for Part 91
continues to read as follows:

Authority: 49 U.S.C. 1301(7}, 1303. 1344.
1348. 1352 through 1355, 1401, 14Z1 through
1431,1471.1472,1502.1510.1522, and 2121
through 2125; Articles 12. 29. 31, and 31(a) of
the Convention on International Civil
Aviation (61 Stat. 1180); 42 U.S.C. 4321 et seq.;
E.O. 11514: 49 U.S.C. 106(g) (Revised Pub. L
97-449. January 12, 1983).

2. In § 91.24. paragraphs (b) and [c)
are revised to read as follows:

§ 91.24 ATC Transponder and altitude
reporting equipment and use.

(b) All airspace. No person may
opera Ie an aircraft in the airspace
described in paragraphs (b)(t) through
(b)(5) of this section. unless that aircraft
is equipped with an operable coded
radar beacon transponder having either
Mode 3/A 4096 code capability. replying
to Mode 3/A interrogations with the
cude specified by ATC. or a Mode S
capability. replying to Mode 3/A
interrogations with the code specified by
ATC and intermode and Mode S
interrogations in accordance with the
applicable provisions specified in TSO
C-112. and that aircraft is equipped with
automatic pressure altitude reporting
equipment having a Mode C capability
that automatically replies to Mode C
interrogations by transmitting pressure
altitude information in 1OO·foot
increments. This requirement applies-

(1) All aircroft. [n terminal control
areas and positive control aress:

(2) Effective fuly 1. 1989-All aircraft.
In all airspace within 30 nautical miles
of a terminal control area primary
airport. from the surface upward to
10.000 feet MSL;

(3) Effective July 1, 1989.
Notwithstanding paragraph (b)(2) of this
section, any aircraft which was not
originally certificated with an engine
driven electrical system or which has
not subsequently been certified with
such a system installed. balloon. or
glider may conduct operations In the
airspace within 30 nautical miles of a
terminal cbntrol area prinis"ry airport
provided such operations are
conducted-

(i) Outside any terminal control area
and positive control area; and

(ii) Below the altitude of the terminal
control area ceiling or 10,000 feet MSL,
whichever is lower; and

(4) Effective December 30. 19W-AII
aircroft.

(i) In the airspace of an airport radar
service area, and

(ii) In all airspace above the ceiling
and within the lateral boundaries of an
airport radar service area upward to
10.000 feet MSL; and

(5) All aircraft except any aircraft
which was not originally certlfjcated
with an engine-driven electrical system
or which has not subsequently been
certified with such a system installed.
balloon. arglider.

(i) In all airspace of the 48 contiguous
slales and the District of Columbia:

(A) Thraugh June 30, 1989. Above
12.500 feet MSL and below the floor of a
positive control area, excluding the
airspace at and below 2.500 feet AGL.

[B) Effective July 1, 1989. At and
above 10.000 feet MSL and below the
floor of a positive control area,
excluding the airspace at and below
2.500 feet AGL; and

(ii) Effective December 30, 1990. In the
airspace from the surface to 10.000 feet
MSL within a lO-nautical-mile radius of
any airport listed in Appendix D of this
part excluding the airspace below 1.200
feet AGL outside of the airport traffic
area for that airport.

(c) Transponder-on operation. While
in the airspace as specified in paragraph
(b) of this section or in all controlled
airspace, each person operating an
aircraft equipped with an operable ATC
transponder maintained in accordance
with § 91.172 of this part shall operate
the transponder. including Mode C
equipment if installed. and shall reply
on the appropriate code or as assigned
by ATC.

3. Section 91.88 ia amended by adding
paragraph (f) aa follows:

§ 91.88 Airport radar service areal.

(f) Equipment requirement. Unle.s
otherwise authorized by ATC. no person
may operate an aircraft within an
airport radar service area unless that
aircraft is equipped with the applicable
equipment specified in § 91.24.

5. Section 91.90 is revised to read as
follows:
§ 91.90 Terminal control Ireas.

(a) Graup I and II terminal control
area operating rules. No person may
operate an aircraft within a terminal
control Brea designated in Part 71 of this
chapter except in compliance with the
following rules:

(1) No person may operate an aircraft

within a terminal control area unless
that person has received an appropriate
authorization from ATC prior to
operation of that aircraft in that area.

(2] Unless otherwise authorized by
ATC, each person operating a large
turbine engine-powered airplane to or
from a primary airport shall operate at
or above the designated floors while
within the lateral limits of the terminal
control area.

(b) Graup I terminal cantral area pilat
requirements. (I) The pilot in command
of any civil aircraft conducting take off
and landing operations at an airport
within any terminal control area listed
in paragraph (b)(2) below must hold at
least a private pilot certificate.

(2) List of terminal control areas.
(i) Allanta. CA.
Iii) Boston. MA.
(iii) Chicago. IL.
(iv) Dallas. TX.
(v) Los Angeles. CA.
(vi) Miami. FL.
(vii) New York. NY.
(viii) San Francisco, CA.
(ix) Washington. DC.
(c) Graup I and II terminal control

area communications and navigation
equipment requirements. Unless
otherwise authorized by ATC in the
case of inflight VOR. TACAN. or two
way radio failure. no person may
operate an aircraft within a terminal
control area unless that aircraft is
equipped with an operable VOR or
TACAN receiver (except for helicopters)
and an operable two-way radio capable
of communications with ATC on
appropriate frequencies for that terminal
control area.

[d) Graup I and llierminal conlrol
area transponder requirement. No
person may operate an aircraft in a
terminarcontrol area without the
applicable transponder and automatic
altitude reporting equipment specified in
paragraph (a) of § 91.24 except as
provided for in paragraph [d) of that
section.

8. In Part 91. Appendix D is added as
follows:
Appendix I}-Airports/Localiono Where
the Transponder Requirements of
Section 91.24(b)(4)(ii) Apply

Section 1. The requirements of
§ 91.24(b)(4J(ii) apply to operations in the
vicinity of each of the follOWing airports.
Logan International Airport. Billings MT.
Heclor International Airport. Fargo. NO.

Issued in Washington. DC. on June 17. 19Ga

T. Allan McArtor.
Administrator.
IFR Doc.ll8-14065 Filed 6-17-88: HQ pml
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